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SIMøPAC aims to be the world’s largest annual solutions-based showcase 
of low emission technology for sustainable industrial manufacturing.

An expo and trade-show, with showcase and conference functions, 
SIMøPAC brings together the technology, machinery, engineering, and 
design that enables sustainable industrial manufacturing.

Most importantly, it brings together the people who make sustainable 
industrial manufacturing possible.

www.SustainableIndustrialManufacturing.com

“SIMøPAC is the premier opportunity to showcase, 
collaborate and connect in the Asia Pacifi c Region”
Geoff  Matthews, Event Director and Partner.
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Not only will SIMøPAC be a window into the future, but it will also have a critical focus on what 

is ready for deployment today.

Hosted each year by a city in the Asia Pacifi c region, SIMøPAC 2023 will be held over three 

days in Australia, next October. SIMøPAC is part of the Sustainable Industrial Manufacturing 

Global Event Series, but diff ers from the other SIM events in Europe, USA, China and the 

Middle East.

Whilst other SIM events are focused on the critical issues of collaboration and legislation, 

SIMøPAC is ultimately about deployment. SIMøPAC will off er both indoor and outdoor expo 

space, as well as solutions-based conference presentations, and a continuous solutions 

showcase theatre.

The solutions showcase is designed to give each exhibitor their own clear brand space, 

to match solution providers with solution seekers, and investment ready technology with 

investors, buyers, and distributors.

The conference stream will traverse the how-to of; sustainable industry clusters, 

environmental design, re-engineering, and process design. We will also hear from those who 

are ‘walking-the-walk’ towards more sustainable operations, as they give their advice for 

companies embarking on a new pathway to sustainability.

Deployment-ready heavy industry and industrial manufacturers should come prepared to 

invest. For those looking for solutions to an existing sustainability hurdle, SIMøPAC is where to 

fi nd someone to either solve it, build it, or both.

SIMøPAC will off er media and documentary makers the opportunity to easily identify and 

select sustainable technology stories from around the globe, to suit their respective target 

audiences.

SIMøPAC aims to be the go-to-place 
to fi nd the do-now solutions

"We believe a successful SIMøPAC 
will help speed up the transition to 

sustainable industrial manufacturing, 
by connecting the people ready to do 

something, with the something"

Geoff  Matthews, Event Director and Partner



300 exhibitors and 3000 delegates are 
expected to attend over three days, along with 
local, regional and global media organisations

Exhibitors from across the entire spectrum of sustainability will have the opportunity to showcase their low 
emissions solutions, in all states of technological readiness.

Delegates from all key industrial manufacturing sectors will be able to gain fi rst-hand insight and 
knowledge about low emissions solutions relevant to their industries, and meet, face-to-face, the enablers.

A dedicated media attraction strategy will ensure media participation from across Australia, the Asia 
Pacifi c Region, and the Rest of the World. 

Media segmentation
� Industry specific publications/networks
� Sustainability interest networks
� General (mainstream)/networks
� Business media/networks
�  Mainstream social networks.

Media catchment
� Local host city and state
� Australia
� Asia Pacific
� Europe
� Global media organisations i.e. BBC, CNN, 

Reuters, Al Jazeera
� Global business media e.g. Bloomberg.

Sustainability Spectrum

1.  Environmental Design

2.  Pollutant Reduction

3.  Energy Recovery

4.  Fossil Fuel Replacement – Hydrogen & Biofuels

5.  CCSU

6.  VRE: self-generation

7.  DSR: Energy Modulation & VRE Grid Integration

8.  Process Change (efficiency)

9.  Direct (process) Emission Reduction

10.  Biodegradability

11.  Recycle, Re-manufacture, Refurbish, Service 
(reuse)

12.  Energy Conservation

13.  Water Conservation

14.  Waste Reduction

15.  Electrification: process conversion/integration

16.  Soil conservation

17.  Human health

18.  Preservation of wildlife

19. Raw material extraction.

Industry representation
1.  Steel
2.  Glass
3.  Technology
4.  Cement
5.  Aluminium
6.  Food Production
7.  Chemicals
8.  Heavy Transport
9.  Fashion
10. Food (retail).

Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
1.  Basic principles
2.  Concept and application formation
3.  Concept validation
4.  Experimental pilot
5.  Demonstration pilot
6.  Industrial pilot
7.  First implementation/industrialization detailed 

scope
8.  A few records of implementation/release version
9.  Extensive implementation.



Over 10,000m2 of both indoor and outdoor exhibition space is available. Indoor areas are divided into three 
indoor exhibition halls and a conference arena, as well as a central knowledge hub, which includes a large 
screen showcase open-theatre and showcase presentation stage. 

Exhibitors self-select 
The three main indoor exhibition halls are organised by Technology Readiness Levels (TRL), and are self-
selected by the exhibitor:

• The Future Hall is for exhibitors whose technology solutions are in TRL 1, 2 & 3

• Tomorrows Technology Hall is for exhibitors whose technology solutions are in TRL 4, 5 & 6

• Today’s Technology Hall is for exhibitors whose technology solutions are in TRL 7, 8 & 9.

Knowledge Hub 
The knowledge hub is an open café-style space in the centre of the main exhibition hall. At one end of the 
knowledge hub is the large screen open showcase theatre and showcase presentation stage. The booths 
surrounding the knowledge hub will face inwards and be reserved for Research Institutions, Universities and 
Industry Training Organisations. 

Outdoor Areas
Outdoor areas are available for equipment and machinery not designed to fi t (or be operated) indoors, and 
are pragmatically organised by size and access requirements and include both permeable grassed areas, and 
impermeable paved areas.

Exhibitor Packages 
Exhibitor packages have been designed around a space-only base 
booth, which can be supplemented and boosted with exposure 
in the Showcase Compendium, and on the continuous Showcase 
Theatre screens, as well as by taking advantage of our sponsorship 
and presenting opportunities. 

Each exhibitor package includes additional delegate passes 
equivalent to at least 50% of the value of a booth and includes a 
special exhibitor breakfast each morning before the doors open to 
delegates for the day. 

Sponsor Packages
Our goal is to work closely with each of our sponsors to ensure 
they achieve their objectives when sponsoring SIMøPAC, and 
they are given clear brand-space for their key messaging. There 
are only 22 sponsorship opportunities, all of which come with 
conference speaking, showcase presenting, or prize giving 
presenting opportunities. 

EXHIBITION OVERVIEW

No other 
conference or 
expo can off er 
delegates and 
exhibitors what 
SIMøPAC can 
condense into 
three days



DELEGATE PACKAGES
DELEGATES

The sheer quantum of change occurring as we race towards a sustainable future can be overwhelming, even 
for those who live and breathe it every day.

For 3-days each year, SIMøPAC off ers delegates a full spectrum, deep-dive immersion into the latest solutions 
for sustainable industrial manufacturing, and the future direction of our industrial processes. 

Solutions include the latest breakthrough technology and thinking, what is deployable today, and the 
utlilisation of existing technology and equipment to lower emissions and underpin the developing circular 
economies.  

The take-out for delegates is the ability to return to their respective organisations with a deeper knowledge 
and understanding of what can be done today, as well how to plan for the future.

$1,500 plus GST per person and includes: 

• Entry fee to exhibition, conference sessions and 
Showcase Theatre

• Espresso happy-hour each day 8.30 – 9.30am

• Morning and afternoon tea each day

• Lunch each day

• Happy-hour refreshments each day 4pm – 5pm

• Welcome function, day one

• Prize giving function, day three

• Exhibitors showcase compendium.

Secure your delegate 
tickets with 25% deposit

 BASIC EXHIBITOR PACKAGE - MAIN HALL 

• Exhibitor booth (minimum size 9m2 - $500per m2)

• Promoted as an Exhibitor (pre/post/during event)

• 2 x exhibitor/delegate passes, includes breakfast, lunch, morning and afternoon tea

• Branded E-invitation for your mailing list to circulate a discounted early-bird delegate rate 

• Personalised social media banner promoting your booth location

• Listing in the Showcase Compendium

• Self-select your hall by TRL.

From $4,500 plus GST - space only - 3m x 3m booth
(basic shell scheme additional cost: $1,500 plus GST)

 SPACE CAN BE INCREASED IN 3M INCREMENTS E.G.  

• 3m x 6m = $9,000 plus GST with 4 delegate/exhibitor passes

• 3m x 9m = $13,500 plus GST with 6 delegate/exhibitor passes 

• 6m x 6m = $18,000 plus GST with 8 delegate/exhibitor passes

EXHIBITION PACKAGES

Only a 15% 
deposit 
required to 
secure your 
stand

• EARLY BIRD First 1000 entries get an early-bird rate of $1000 plus GST per person

• TEAM PARTICIPATION Five or more delegates from the same organization = $1000 plus 
GST per person



EXHIBITOR SHOWCASE 
COMPENDIUM AND SHOWCASE 
THEATRE
Tell your story in print, online and visually by booking space in the Showcase Compendium. Included in the 

hard-copy booking price is inclusion in the online version, and runtime on the Showcase Theater. 

All text, logos and images are supplied by the exhibitor, but to preset requirements. Runtime in the Showcase 

is more fl exible, and exhibitors can supply additional video, TVC’s, still images, graphics, text, and slide 

presentations, as well as including booth number and exhibition hall identifi er. 

• Showcase Compendium half page + 30 sec Showcase Theater runtime = $1,000 plus GST

• Showcase Compendium full page + 30 sec Showcase Theater runtime = $1,500 plus GST

• Showcase Compendium double page + 2min Showcase Theater runtime = $2,000 plus GST

EXHIBITOR SHOWCASE PRESENTER PACKAGE (LIMITED AVAILABILITY)

Adding a presenter package to your booth space, allows you to tell your sustainability story personally at 

SIMøPAC. Showcase presentations are stand-up, will occur four times each day during the show, for only 20 

mins at a time, and include just four presenters each session (48 in total). 

• These presentations will be streamed live on the SIMøPAC YouTube Channel

• Promoted to the visiting media

• Promoted pre and during the event, and announced before each session

• Presentation listing on event website

• Branded E-invitation for your mailing list to circulate a discounted delegate rate

• Personalised social media banner promoting your booth location

• Dedicated social media banner promoting speaker presentation

• The cost includes a double page spread in the Exhibitor Showcase Compendium and 2min runtime on 

Showcase Theatre (value $2,000).  

$4,000 plus GST



OUTDOOR EXHIBITOR PACKAGE (LIMITED AVAILABILITY)

Outdoor spaces are for machinery, equipment and vehicles is available, and on both permeable and 

impermeable surfaces. Exact locations are subject to size and access requirements. Please contact us to 

discuss your requirements. 

Pricing is at $250m2 (¹/₂ the indoor rate), sizes start at 6m x 4m and work upwards to your exact 

requirements. Examples below:  

• 6m x 4m = $6,000 includes 2 delegate/exhibitor passes

• 6m x 6m = $9,000 includes 4 delegate/exhibitor passes

• 5m x 10m = $12,500 includes 5 delegate/exhibitor passes

• 5m x 20m = $25,000 includes 10 delegate/exhibitor passes.

LAUNCH PAD EXHIBITORS PACKAGE – MAIN HALL

This space is small but the interest large

GREAT VALUE

Applicable to entrepreneurs, innovators, and research projects at TRL 1, 2 & 3. Booths are designed to 

give those who have something important to bring to the show, the opportunity to do so, even if their 

budgets are tight. 

Launch pad sponsorship package includes:

• 4m2 space in dedicated Launch Pad Zone (includes walls, carpet, fascia board and lighting)

• 2 exhibitor/delegate passes, includes breakfast, lunch, and morning and afternoon tea

• Invitation to welcome and prize giving functions

• Branded E-invitation for your mailing list to circulate a discounted delegate rate

• Personalised social media banner promoting your booth location Company profi le on exhibitors list

• Listing in the Showcase Compendium.

$3,000 plus GST



SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

KEY INDUSTRY PARTNERS (three only)
Each Industry Partner Package includes:

• Naming rights to one main exhibition hall 
(Future, Tomorrow, Today)

• Exhibitor booth (60m2)

• 12 exhibitor passes

• Dedicated speaking position within allocated 
conference session

• Personal introduction/interviews with all 
visiting media they wish to meet

• On-stage presence at welcome speeches and 
prize giving, and acknowledgment

• Naming association and acknowledgment with 
one day’s lunch, morning and afternoon tea.

• Naming sponsor of one Best in Show Prizes

• Additional representative in shared panel 
discussion

• 2x Social Media posts on SIMøPAC’s social media 
feed

• Double page company profi le in fi rst few pages 
of Showcase Compendium and 2min runtime 
Showcase Theatre

• Interview published in the showcase 
compendium

• Personalised social media banner promoting 
your booth location

• Speaker details promoted (pre/post/during the 
event)

• Branded E-invitation for your mailing list to 
circulate a discounted delegate rate

• Branding on Registration Badges and Lanyards 
for sponsored hall exhibitors, and (1/3rd of all 
delegates).

KNOWLEDGE HUB - NAMING RIGHTS
Knowledge hub sponsorship is exclusive to one partner and will include:
• Naming rights

• Exhibitor booth (18m2)

• 4 exhibitor passes

• Dedicated speaking position within allocated 
conference session

• Personal introduction/interviews with any 
visiting media they wish to meet

• On-stage presence and acknowledgment 
at welcome speeches and prize giving, 
conducted in the Knowledge Hub

• Naming sponsor of one Best in Show Prizes

• Additional representative in shared panel 
discussion

• Inclusion of company content/interview/
opinion piece on Event Newsletter

• Double page organisation profi le in fi rst few 
pages of Showcase Compendium and 2min 
runtime Showcase Theatre

• Personalised social media banner promoting 
your booth location

• Speaker/presentation details promoted 
(pre/post/during the event)

• Branded E-invitation for your mailing list to 
circulate a discounted delegate rate

• Branding on registration badges and lanyards 
for Knowledge Hub exhibitors.

$125,000 plus GST per partner (three only)

$62,500 plus GST – (exclusive one only)



ESPRESSO HOUR – three days available
Espresso Hour will be each morning from 8.30am to 9.30am after the doors open to delegates. Hosted 
in the garden bar at the northern end of the main hall, it opens onto a covered terrace and will be fully 
equipped with espresso machines and baristas. 

Sponsorship of the Espresso Hour will include:

• Naming rights for the day

• Opportunity to place marketing material and 
signage in the Espresso bar for the morning

• Opportunity for the sponsor to nominate a 
charity and a gold coin donation be given to 
the charity for every coff ee 

• 2 x exhibitor passes

• 1 x Social Media post on SIMøPAC’s social 
media feed

• Personalised social media banner promoting 
your sponsorship

• Full page company profi le in Showcase 
Compendium and 1min runtime on the 
Showcase Theatre

• Sponsorship could include the use of 
particular coff ee beans by arrangement.

$15,000 per day (three days available)

$5,500 plus GST per day (three days available)

GARDEN BAR
Happy Hour will be from 4.30pm to 5.30pm and be hosted in the Garden Bar at the northern end of the 
main hall. Drinks can either be free until the sponsors ‘tab’ runs out, or be at  price until the sponsors ‘tab’ 
runs out, depending on how the sponsor see this working best for them. After which the drinks will be 
charged at full price. 

Note: there is ability for specifi c branded beer/wine to be exclusively served during this happy hour to suit 
sponsors requirements.   

Sponsorship of the Garden Bar Happy Hour will include:

• Naming rights for the day

• Opportunity to place marketing material and 
signage in the Garden bar for the morning

• 6 x exhibitor passes

• 2 x Social Media posts on SIMøPAC’s social 
media feed

• Double page company in Showcase 
Compendium and 2min runtime on Showcase 
Theatre

• Personalised social media banner promoting 
your sponsorship

• Personal introduction/interviews with visiting 
media.



SIMøPAC has made a commitment to engage our future enablers in a meaningful 
way. To quote Greta Thunberg, “no more blah blah blah”. 

We are seeking a sponsor to enable 1000 Youth Delegates to attend free-of-
charge for day three of the exhibition.

The sponsor has the option for invitations to be sent out in their name and from 
their head of organisation, to all of the qualifying institutions in Australia (and 
further afield if desired). They will be able to take full credit for the waiver of the 
registration fee of each youth delegate (usually $500 per person).

To ensure student delegates are engaged in a meaningful way, all our ‘best-in-
show’ prizes at SIMøPAC will be decided by voting only from the attending Youth 
Delegates. It is envisaged that the mechanics of selection/allocation of Youth 
Delegates be finalised in collaboration with the sponsor.

Best in show prizes will be awarded at a special celebratory function at the 
conclusion of day three.

Sponsorship includes:

• Naming rights to the Youth Delegate Programme

• 10 exhibitor passes

• Dedicated speaking position within allocated conference session

• Personal introduction/interviews with all visiting media

• On-stage presence at welcome speeches and prize giving, and 
acknowledgment

• Additional naming sponsor of one Best in Show Prizes

• Additional representative in shared panel discussion

• Inclusion of company content/interview/opinion piece on Event Newsletter

• 2x Social Media posts on SIMøPAC’s social media feed

• Interview published in the showcase compendium

• Personalised social media banner promoting your sponsorship

• Speaker details promoted (pre/post/during the event)

• Branding on registration badges and lanyards for all Youth Delegates

• Double page organisation profile in Showcase Compendium and a 2min 
runtime on the showcase theatre.

$75,000 plus GST for 1000 Youth Delegates

YOUTH DELEGATE PROGRAMME - 
SPONSOR AND ENABLER



BEST IN SHOW PRIZES
The winning of a SIMøPAC Best in Show prize indicates the recipient is going to play an important role in the 
development of a sustainable future for industrial manufacturing, and therefore the planet.

Each Best in Show Prize is a sponsorship opportunity in its own right, and sponsored prizes will be awarded 
at a special celebratory function at the conclusion of the show on day three, and given for:

The technology, environmental design, or process design voted:

• Best GC Solution

• Best Queensland Solution

• Best Australian Solution

• Best company to work for

• Most admired invention

• Best Future technology

• Best Tomorrow’s technology

• Best Today’s technology

• Most promising technology from Launch-pad 
businesses

• Best University, Research Institution, or Industry 
Training Organisation

• Solution that could have the greatest impact on 
reducing emissions in Australia

• Solution that could have the greatest impact on 
reducing global emissions

• Best in Show Supreme Award.

EXHIBITORS BREAKFASTS - NAMING RIGHTS 
(three available)
Exhibitor’s breakfasts are held each morning from 7.30am to 8.30am before the main doors open to the 

delegates at 8.30am. Sponsorship includes:

• Naming rights to the breakfast 

• 3 exhibitor passes

• Personal introduction/interviews with visiting 
media

• 1x Social Media post on SIMøPAC’s social media 
feed

• Personalised social media banner promoting your 
sponsorship

• Full page company profile in Showcase 
Compendium and 1min runtime on the Showcase 
Theatre.

Sponsorship includes:
• Naming rights to specific Best in Show Prize

• 6 exhibitor passes

• Dedicated speaking position within allocated 
conference session

• Personal introduction/interviews with visiting 
media

• On-stage presence at prize giving, and 
acknowledgment

• Inclusion of company content/interview/opinion 
piece on Event Newsletter

• 2x Social Media posts on SIMøPAC’s social media 
feed

• Personalised social media banner promoting 
sponsorship

• Speaker/presentation details promoted (pre/
post/during the event)

• Double page company profile in Showcase 
Compendium and 2min runtime on the 
Showcase Theatre

$15,000 plus GST per prize.

$7,500 plus GST per breakfast



BUSINESS MEDIA LTD

www.SustainableIndustrialManufacturing .com

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

Geoff Matthews
Event Director and Partner

Tel: +64 274426750 | Email: geoffmatthews@quartzltd.com
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D I G I T A L  F O R U M

Brought to you by…
Experts in the global manufacturing industry. Quartz Business Media has been facilitating business in these sectors for over 40 years 
and we are hugely excited to bring these audiences together at SIM Europe. 

Led by Geoff Matthews, and with the support of a highly regarded panel of industry experts that comprise the SIMøPAC Steering 
Committee, the team behind SIMøPAC combines more than 100 years of experience in industry to build a sales, marketing and 

knowledge platform that will ensure SIMøPAC is an outstanding success.

 40 years facilitating business for heavy industry

 Global audience of 85,000 manufacturing professionals

 Operators of 10 industry websites 

 Organisers of dozens of trade exhibitions, virtual conferences, 
webinars, and networking events each year


